
FWG-02494 (PH2) Mill (county, location, mill name) Title (short description of image) Year Notes/comments

CHEDDLE_01_01.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
View of preserved double 
watermill with wheels Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_02.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
View of preserved double 
watermill with wheels Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_03.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
Preserved watermill with wheel; 
chimney of steam mill(?) nearby Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_04.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill

Preserved watermill with wheel, 
also showing chimney, 
outbuildings and unidentified 
circular depressions in ground Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_05.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
Interior of one of mills showing 
pit wheel, u/s and wallower Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_06.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
Exterior of one of mills showing 
wheel Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_07.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill
Exterior of one of mills showing 
wheel Aug-70

CHEDDLE_01_08.jpg Staffs: Cheddleton flint mill Crushing tub and beaters Aug-70

MACHINY_01_01.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing one 
pair of stones Jun-77

MACHINY_01_02.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
crown wheel and upright shaft Jun-77

MACHINY_01_03.jpg Unknown Apparatus resembling horse gin Jun-77

MILLSTO_01_01.jpg Unknown
man dressing stone inside 
unidentified watermill Mar-76



MILLSTO_01_02.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
bedstone and quant (stones 
overdriven) late C20

MILLSTO_01_03.jpg Sussex, Cross-in-Hand?

Interior of windmill showing 
brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, 
quant and bedstone late C20

MILLSTO_01_04.jpg Unknown
man dressing stone inside 
unidentified watermill late C20

MILLSTO_01_05.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
bedstone and quant (stones 
overdriven) late C20 Same mill as 01_02

MILLSTO_01_06.jpg Unknown
Row of millstones leaning against 
wall late C20

MILLSTO_01_07.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Interior of windmill showing 
runner stone being raised for 
dressing by stone crane Jun-79

MILLSTO_01_08.jpg Unknown
Row of millstones leaning against 
wall late C20

PEOPLE_01_01.jpg Unknown

Unidentified man with equally 
inidentified piece of equipment 
(looks like very large windmill sail 
shutter with canvas on it) late C20

PEOPLE_01_02.jpg Unknown

Unidentified man at work inside 
watermill or windmill, apparently 
filling sack Dec-74

Gilbert Catt of Hamlin's Mill, Hailsham? 
(see Brunnarius)

PEOPLE_01_03.jpg Unknown

Unidentified man emptying grain 
into hopper of stones within 
windmill or watermill

Dec 7th 
1963

PEOPLE_01_04.jpg "Hooksway"

Unidentified man, presumably a 
miller, outside building with sign 
on it "ALFRED WILLIAM AINGER" Apr-67

Alf Ainger appears to be the man in the 
photograph according to the slide 
caption



PEOPLE_01_05.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

FW Gregory dressed in traditional 
rural costume with restored 
smock mill in background late C20

STORRIN_01_01.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Small derelict watermill building, 
showing pulley for engine drive late C20

STORRIN_01_02.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel and wallower Aug-72

STORRIN_01_03.jpg Sussex: Storrington

Interior of watermill showing 
governors, steelyard, hursting, 
stone nut and quant 31.5.1967

STORRIN_01_04.jpg Sussex: Storrington

Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, wallower, upright shaft 
and gsw 31.5.1967

STORRIN_01_05.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Interior of watermill showing sack 
scales 31.5.1967

STORRIN_01_06.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Interior of watermill showing one 
pair of stones 31.5.1967

Note apparatus on wall resembling 
steering wheel of ship

STORRIN_01_07.jpg Sussex: Storrington

Interior of watermill showing one 
pair of stones, upright shaft, 
crown wheel and oat crusher 31.5.1967

STORRIN_01_08.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Derelict watermill building with 
wheel 31.5.1967

STORRIN_01_09.jpg Sussex: Storrington
Dettail of wheel of overshot 
watermill 31.5.1967

VARIOUSMILLS_01_01.jpg Sussex: Westham 

Remains of wooden hollow-post 
windpump (difficult to distinguish 
from tree!) 8.1.1971 Pump later moved to Singleton

VARIOUSMILLS_01_02.jpg Sussex: Westham 
Timbers and machinery of 
derelict hollow-post windpump 8.1.1971 Pump later moved to Singleton



VARIOUSMILLS_01_03.jpg Sussex: Saddlescombe Donkey wheel 13.2.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_04.jpg Sussex: Henfield, Woods Mill
Snow scene with preserved 
watermill building 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_05.jpg Sussex: Henfield, Woods Mill

Snow scene showing part of 
exterior of watermill building 
with wheel and penstock controls 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_06.jpg Sussex: Henfield, Woods Mill
Snow scene showing preserved 
watermill building 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_07.jpg Surrey: Outwood
Snow scene showing preserved 
post mill with sails 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_08.jpg Surrey: Outwood
Snow scene showing preserved 
post mill with sails 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_09.jpg
Sussex: Sayers' Common, Cobb's 
Mill

Snow scene showing part of 
exterior of watermill building 
with wheel 5.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_10.jpg Sussex: Boxgrove, Halnaker
Snow scene showing externally 
restored tower mill with sails 1.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_11.jpg Sussex: Boxgrove, Halnaker
Externally restored tower mill 
with sails 1.1.1971

VARIOUSMILLS_01_12.jpg Unknown

Unidentified standalone 
waterwheel with associated 
mechanism Jan-76

VARIOUSMILLS_01_13.jpg Unknown

Unidentified standalone 
waterwheel with associated 
mechanism Jan-76

VARIOUSMILLS_01_14.jpg Unknown

Mechanism on ground associated 
with waterwheel in two previous 
views Jan-76

VARIOUSMILLS_01_15.jpg Unknown Millstone leaning against wall Jan-76



WATERMILL_01_01.jpg Unknown
Part of exterior of watermill 
building with derelict waterwheel Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_02.jpg Unknown Preserved watermill building Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_03.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill building 
showing upright shaft and 
wallower Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_04.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill under 
restoration showing new 
machinery being made up Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_05.jpg Unknown
Unidentifed mechanism on 
ground Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_06.jpg Unknown
Unidentified mechanism on 
ground Mar-76 same apparatus as in 01-05

WATERMILL_01_07.jpg Unknown
Unidentified mechanism on 
ground Mar-76

WATERMILL_01_08.jpg Surrey: Outwood

Spout floor of post mill showing 
main post, meal bins and part of 
tentering gear Mar-76

WATERMILL_02_01.jpg Wateringbury
Sections of waterwheel rim and 
buckets stacked against wall 3.6.1971 estate wheel

WATERMILL_02_02.jpg Wateringbury
Exterior of preserved watermill 
building 3.6.71

WATERMILL_02_03.jpg Sussex: Polegate

Unidentified component on 
ground outside preserved 
watermill building 3.6.71

WATERMILL_02_04.jpg Wateringbury

Wheelpit of derelict watermill 
building showing former position 
of axle of wheel 3.6.71



WATERMILL_02_05.jpg Polegate
Arms and central boss of large 
gearwheel lying on ground 3.6.71

WATERMILL_02_06.jpg Surrey; Haxted
Exterior of preserved watermill 
building by pond 3.6.1971

WATERMILL_02_07.jpg Sussex: Hellingly Sluice gates of watermill in wood 3.6.1971

WATERMILL_02_08.jpg Sussex: Hellingly
Part of sluice gate of disused 
watermill 3.6.71

WATERMILL_02_09.jpg Sussex: Lindfield, Dean's Mill
Preserved watermill building with 
wheel 4.6.1971

WATERMILL_02_10.jpg Sussex: Michelham Priory
Sluice gates of watermill with 
control mechanism for same 4.6.1971

Ironwork bears inscription "JOHN 
UPFIELD & SONS CATSFIELD BATTLE 
1895"

WATERMILL_02_11.jpg Sussex: Michelham Priory
Exterior of watermill building 
showing unidentified apparatus 4.6.71

WATERMILL_03_01.jpg Unknown
Millstone embedded in garden 
path Aug-76

WATERMILL_03_02.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill building 
showing pit wheel, stone nut and 
quant Aug-76

WATERMILL_03_03.jpg Unknown

Exterior of watermill building 
showing derelict and overgrown 
waterwheel Aug-76

WATERMILL_03_04.jpg Unknown
Exterior of watermill shown in 
previous view Aug-76

WATERMILL_03_05.jpg Sussex: Nutley

Close-up of restored trestle 
timbers of post mill, showing 
remains of underpinning which 
supported body before repairs 
began Sep-71



WATERMILL_03_06.jpg Sussex: Ifield
Derelict watermill building 
scaffolded for repair Mar-76

WATERMILL_03_07.jpg Unknown

Exterior of watermill building, 
apparently in good repair, with 
wheel Mar-76

WATERMILL_03_08.jpg Unknown Group of rural buildings Apr-71 No apparent mill relevance

WATERMILL_03_09.jpg Unknown
Disused watermill building by 
pond Apr-71

WATERMILL_04_01.jpg
Suffolk: Stowmarket, Museum of 
East Anglian Life

Reconstructed watermill from 
Alton (Suffolk) Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_02.jpg Unknown
Interior of preserved watermill 
showing detail of framing Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_03.jpg Unknown
Exterior of preserved watermill 
building Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_04.jpg Unknown

Interior of preserved watermill 
showing wheel, two pairs of 
stones and stone crane Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_05.jpg Unknown
Exterior of house-converted 
watermill building showing wheel Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_06.jpg Unknown
Exterior of house-converted 
watermill building showing wheel Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_07.jpg Unknown
Exterior of preserved(?) watermill 
building showing wheel Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_08.jpg Unknown
Preserved watermill building by 
pond Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_09.jpg Unknown
Exterior of house-converted(?) 
watermill building Jun-75



WATERMILL_04_10.jpg Unknown
Exterior of large converted 
watermill building Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_11.jpg Unknown
Exterior of large converted 
watermill building Jun-75 Same mill as previous view

WATERMILL_04_12.jpg Unknown Detail of buckets of waterwheel Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_13.jpg Unknown Internal waterwheel of watermill Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_14.jpg Unknown
Half-timbered rural building 
(watermill?) in course of repair Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_15.jpg Unknown

Remains of watermill showing pit 
wheel, wooden wheel shaft and 
sockets for arms of wheel (little 
else remains) Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_16.jpg Unknown
Close-up of the remains shown in 
previous view Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_17.jpg Unknown
Close-up of the remains shown in 
previous view Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_18.jpg Unknown millpond Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_19.jpg Unknown
Millstones from former watermill 
lying on ground Jun-75

WATERMILL_04_20.jpg Unknown millpond Jun-75 Same view as 04_18

WATERMILL_05_01.jpg Sussex: Heathfield, Mutton Hall
Fintail canister end of windshaft 
lying on ground May-78

WATERMILL_05_02.jpg Unknown millstone embedded in ground May-78

WATERMILL_05_03.jpg Unknown
Preserved watermill building with 
wheel May-78

WATERMILL_05_04.jpg Unknown
Looking down on wheel of 
preserved watermill May-78



WATERMILL_05_05.jpg Unknown
Looking down on wheel of 
preserved watermill May-78 Same mill as previous view

WATERMILL_05_06.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
unidentfied mechanism May-78

WATERMILL_05_07.jpg Unknown

Exterior of watermill building 
showing overshot wheel and 
launder May-78

WATERMILL_05_08.jpg Unknown Watermill building with wheel Aug-77

WATERMILL_05_09.jpg Oxon: Chalgrove
Disused watermill building by 
stream 30.5.1967

WATERMILL_05_10.jpg Turvey
Exterior view of large watermill 
building by river 28.5.1967

WATERMILL_05_11.jpg Unknown
Exterior view of watermill 
building by river Feb-74

WATERMILL_05_12.jpg Unknown
Exterior view of preserved 
watermill building by wheel Aug-77

WATERMILL_06_01.jpg Unknown
Exterior view of preserved 
watermill building by pond Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_02.jpg Unknown

Exterior view of large water-
powered industrial building with 
chimnney Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_03.jpg Unknown
Iron supporting column inside 
large industrial building Aug-71 Probably same mill as previous view

WATERMILL_06_04.jpg Unknown

Exterior view of large water-
powered industrial building with 
chimnney Aug-71 Same mill as previous 2 views

WATERMILL_06_05.jpg Unknown
mill race of mill in previous 3 
views Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_06.jpg Unknown
Mill shown in previous 4 views, 
with millrace Aug-71



WATERMILL_06_07.jpg Unknown
Small disused watermill building 
by pond Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_08.jpg Poss. Whitchurch silk mill, Hants
Large water-powered industrial 
mill building with chimney Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_09.jpg Poss, Abbeydale, Sheffield
Group of small industrial 
buildings Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_10.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
unidentified mechanism Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_11.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel and other gearing Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_12.jpg Unknown
Close-up of wheel of unidentfied 
watermill Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_13.jpg Unknown
Wooden axle and gearwheel lying 
on ground Aug-71

WATERMILL_06_14.jpg Unknown
Preserved watermill building with 
wheel Aug-77

WATERMILL_06_15.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
pitwheel, upright shaft, gsw and 
tentering gear Aug-77

WATERMILL_06_16.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
upright shaft, crownwheel and 
one pair of stones Aug-77

WATERMILL_06_17.jpg Unknown
Bin floor of watermill showing 
part of sack hoist mechanism Aug-77

WATERMILL_07_01.jpg Unknown
Exterior of watermill building, in 
good repair, with wheel Sep-76

WATERMILL_07_02.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building 
showing unidentified structure Sep-76



WATERMILL_07_03.jpg Unknown
Exterior of large preserved 
watermill building Sep-76

WATERMILL_07_04.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill building 
showing unidentified machine Sep-76

WATERMILL_07_05.jpg Unknown
Close-up of wheel of mill shown 
in 07_01 Sep-76

WATERMILL_07_06.jpg Prob. Scotland/North of England
Exterior view of preserved 
watermill building Sep-76

WATERMILL_07_07.jpg Unknown
Exterior view of derelict watermill 
building Sep-76

WATERWH_01_01.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
hursting with pulley and chain 
(part of sack hoist mechanism)

WATERWH_01_02.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
unidentified gearwheel which 
operates something by means of 
a chain late C20

WATERWH_01_03.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel plus other gearing late C20

WATERWH_01_04.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel late C20

WATERWH_01_05.jpg Unknown
Detail of construction of 
unidentified waterwheel late C20

WATERWH_01_06.jpg Unknown

Close-up of unidentified 
waterwheel with associated 
gearing late C20

WATERWH_01_07.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
great spur wheel, stone nut and 
quant late C20

WATERWH_01_08.jpg Unknown
Exterior of disused watermill 
building Apr-71



WATERWH_01_09.jpg Unknown

Remains of watermill showing 
surviving waterwheel plus 
segment of walling and 
timberwork May-63

WATERWH_01_10.jpg Unknown

Watermill remains shown in 
previous view, this time also 
showing one pair of stones May-63

WATERWH_01_11.jpg Unknown
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing brake- or tailwheel May-63

WATERWH_01_12.jpg Unknown
Interior of windmill or watermill 
showing unidentified structure May-63

WATERWH_01_13.jpg Unknown

Exterior of watermill building 
showing sluice gate and remains 
of wheel May-63

WINDMILL_01_01.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill

Inside roundhouse of post mill 
showing main post and 
quarterbar, also man looking at 
collection of mill bills Jul-74

WINDMILL_01_02.jpg Surrey: Outwood Post mill in working order Jul-74

WINDMILL_01_03.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill

Inside roundhouse of post mill 
showing main post, quarterbar 
and collection of mill bills Jul-74

WINDMILL_01_04.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill
Inside roundhouse of post mill 
showing collection of sack scales Jul-74

WINDMILL_01_05.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill

Inside roundhouse of post mill 
showing main post, quarterbar 
and collection of mill bills Jul-74



WINDMILL_01_06.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, wallower, upright shaft, 
gsw, stone nut and quant Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_07.jpg Possibly foreign
Interior of wind- or watermill 
showing compass arm gearwheel Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_08.jpg Possibly foreign

Interior of wind- or watermill 
showing compass arm gearwheel 
and stone nut(?) Mar-76 Same mill as in previous view 

WINDMILL_01_09.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing pit 
wheel, wallower, upright shaft, 
gsw, stone nut and quant Mar-76 Same mill as 01_06

WINDMILL  01  10.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
gsw, stone nut, quant and 
hursting Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_11.jpg Sussex: Patcham, Waterhall Mill
House-converted tower mill with 
sails Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_12.jpg Unknown
Interior of wind- or watermill 
showing unidentified gearing Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_13.jpg Unknown

Interior of watermill showing 
gsw, stone nuts, quants and 
hursting, behind safety screen Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_14.jpg Unknown
Interior of watermill showing 
gsw, s/nut, quant and meal bin Mar-76

WINDMILL_01_15.jpg Surrey: Outwood Post mill in working order Jul-74
WINDMILL_01_16.jpg Surrey: Outwood Post mill in working order Jul-74
WINDMILL_01_17.jpg Surrey: Outwood Post mill in working order Jul-74

WINDMILL_01_31.jpg Unknown
Flatbed truck with windmill 
windshaft (iron) in back late C20



WINDMILL_02_01.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Snow scene showing restored 
tower mill with sails Jan-71

WINDMILL_02_02.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Snow scene showing restored 
tower mill with sails Jan-71

WINDMILL_02_03.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Snow scene showing restored 
tower mill with sails Jan-71

WINDMILL_02_04.jpg Sussex: Angmering, Ecclesden Mill
House-converted tower of tower 
mill c1973

WINDMILL_02_05.jpg Sussex: Angmering, Ecclesden Mill
House-converted tower of tower 
mill c1973

WINDMILL_02_06.jpg Sussex: West Blatchington Restored smock mill with sails
25th Dec 
1970

WINDMILL_02_07.jpg
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town Restored smock mill with sails Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_08.jpg
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town Restored smock mill with sails Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_09.jpg Sussex: Polegate Restored tower mill with sails Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_10.jpg Sussex: Polegate Restored tower mill with sails Sep-71 Note men working on one sail

WINDMILL_02_11.jpg Kent: Herne

Close-up of framing of new cap 
during repairs to smock mill; 
b/wheel and sails also visible Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_12.jpg Kent: Herne

Preserved smock mill with sails, 
showing repairs in progress to 
cap (see above) Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_13.jpg Kent: Margate, Draper's Mill
Restored smock mill with sails not 
yet fitted (fan in place) Sep-71

WINDMILL_02_14.jpg Hartwell
interior of post mill roundhouse 
showing roof framing

23rd Dec 
1970

What is curious structure suspended 
from roof?



WINDMILL_02_15.jpg Hartwell
Oil engine(?) inside roundhouse 
of post mill

23rd Dec 
1970

WINDMILL_02_16.jpg
Sussex: Crowborough, Beacon 
Mill

Main post of former post mill in 
wood 18.5.1959

WINDMILL_03_01.jpg Cambs: Bourn Preserved post mill with sails 2.6.1971
WINDMILL_03_02.jpg Cambs: Great Chishill Preserved post mill with sails 2.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_03.jpg Greater London: Keston
Preserved post mill with stocks 
and one sail 2.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_04.jpg Greater London: Keston
Preserved post mill with stocks 
and one sail 2.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_05.jpg Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Restored smock mill with sails 3.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_06.jpg
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's 
Town

Preserved smock mill with two 
sails 3.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_07.jpg
Prob. Sussex, Heathfield, 
Punnett's Town

new common sail awaiting fitting 
on ground 3.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_08.jpg
Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand 
New Mill Derelict post mill with two sails 3.6.1971

WINDMILL_03_09.jpg Foreign: Denmark?
Derelict tower mill with ogee cap, 
two sails and tailpole Oct-81

WINDMILL_03_10.jpg Foreign: Denmark?
Derelict tower mill with ogee cap, 
two sails and tailpole Oct-81 Same mill as 03_09

WINDMILL_03_11.jpg Foreign: Mediterranean region?

Derelict tower mill, standing on 
separate circular masonry 
structure, with conical cap and 
tailpole but no sails Oct-81

WINDMILL_03_12.jpg Sussex: Nutley

post mill under repair, with roof 
boarding missing to expose brake- 
and tailwheels; stocks still in 
place Sep-71



WINDMILL_03_13.jpg Sussex: Climping

House-converted smock mill with 
cap and windshaft; sails removed 
and scaffolding in course of 
erection prior to dismantling c1962

WINDMILL_04_01.jpg Foreign: Mediterranean region?
Derelict tower mill with common 
sails, ogee cap and tailpole Oct-81

This mill occurs elsewhere in the 
collection.

WINDMILL_04_02.jpg Foreign: Mediterranean region?
Derelict tower mill with common 
sails, ogee cap and tailpole Oct-81 Same mill as previous

WINDMILL_04_03.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
quant and bedstone Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_04.jpg Foreign

Interior of tower mill showing 
windshaft, b/w, stone nut and 
quant Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_05.jpg Foreign

Interior of tower mill showing 
windshaft and brakewheel (or 
upright shaft and great spur 
wheel) Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_06.jpg Foreign

Interior of tower mill showing 
windshaft, stone nut, upright 
shaft and curb Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_07.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
b/w, stone nut and quant Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_08.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
b/w and curb Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_09.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
ladder Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_10.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
b/w and curb Oct-81 Same view as 04_08



WINDMILL_04_11.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
b/w, s/nut and quant Oct-81

WINDMILL_04_12.jpg Foreign
Interior of tower mill showing 
w/s, b/w, s/nut and quant Oct-81

WINDMILL_05_01.jpg Suffolk: Bardwell Derelict tower mill with cap Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_02.jpg Unknown Quant and underside of bedstone Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_03.jpg Suffolk: Bardwell
Derelict tower mill with cap 
partly gone exposing brakewheel Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_04.jpg Norfolk: Garboldisham

Post mill under repair, with 
weatherboarding patched and 
new roundhouse built; two 
derelict sails still in place Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_05.jpg Oxfordshire: Great Haseley
Derelict tower mill with cap and 
one sail Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_06.jpg Oxfordshire: Great Haseley
Derelict tower mill with cap and 
one sail Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_07.jpg Paris: Montmartre

The famous photo by Hippolyte 
Bayard, showing three post mills 
and one tower mill in working 
order Jun-75

WINDMILL_05_08.jpg Cambridgeshire: Fulbourn Derelict smock mill with four sails Oct-76

WINDMILL_05_09.jpg Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill
Preserved post mill with one sail 
missing

19th Oct 
1976

WINDMILL_05_10.jpg Cambs: West Wratting
Preserved smock mill with two 
sails missing Oct-76

WINDMILL_05_11.jpg Cambs: West Wratting
Preserved smock mill with two 
sails missing Oct-76



WINDMILL_05_12.jpg
Poss. Sussex, Hailsham 
(Harebeating)?

Interior of post mill roundhouse 
showing trestle Oct-76

WINDMILL_05_13.jpg
Sussex: Hailsham, Harebeating 
Mill

Roundhouse of post mill with 
main post and crowntree 
standing above it Oct-76

WINDMILL_05_14.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Restored tower mill with sails 
(one missing along with stage) Oct-76

WINDMILL_06_01.jpg Sussex: Shoreham, Mill Hill
Walls of roundhouse of former 
post mill 31.5.1967

WINDMILL_06_02.jpg Bucks: Brill

Post mill with weatherboarding 
removed and surrounded by 
scaffolding for repairs: stocks still 
on 30.5.67

WINDMILL_06_03.jpg Bucks: Brill

Post mill with weatherboarding 
removed and surrounded by 
scaffolding for repairs: stocks still 
on 30.5.67

WINDMILL_06_04.jpg Bucks: Brill

Post mill with weatherboarding 
removed and surrounded by 
scaffolding for repairs: stocks still 
on 30.5.67

WINDMILL_06_05.jpg Oxon: Great Haseley

Derelict tower mill with cap (still 
with copper sheeting and finial) 
and one sail 30.5.67

WINDMILL_06_06.jpg Bucks: Ibstone
House-converted smock mill with 
cap and windshaft 27.5.67



WINDMILL_06_07.jpg Bucks: Edlesborough

Derelict capless tower of tower 
mill with watermill (Bellows' Mill) 
and tall chimney nearby 28.5.1967

WINDMILL_06_08.jpg Beds: Stevington Preserved post mill with sails 28.5.1967

WINDMILL_06_09.jpg Oxon: Bloxham, Bloxham Grove
Derelict open-trestle post mill 
with three damaged sails Aug-77

WINDMILL_06_10.jpg Oxon: Bloxham, Bloxham Grove
Derelict open-trestle post mill 
with three damaged sails Aug-77

WINDMILL  06_11.jpg Sussex: Polegate Restored tower mill with sails Aug-77

WINDMILL_06_12.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

Sailless post mill scaffolded for 
repair following storm damage May-78

WINDMILL_06_13.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

Sailless post mill scaffolded for 
repair following storm damage May-78

WINDMILL_06_14.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

Sailless post mill scaffolded for 
repair following storm damage May-78

WINDMILL_06_15.jpg
Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' 
Mill

Sailless post mill scaffolded for 
repair following storm damage May-78

WINDMILL_06_16.jpg Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill
Preserved post mill with sails and 
roof fantail May-78

WINDMILL_06_17.jpg Sussex: Icklesham, Hog Hill
Preserved post mill with sails and 
roof fantail May-78

WINDMILL_07_01.jpg Prob. Devon/Cornwall or Wales
Preserved capless paralllel-sided 
tower of tower mill Aug-77



WINDMILL_07_02.jpg Sussex: Angmering, Ecclesden Mill

Derelict capless tower of tower 
mill prior to house conversion, 
with extension under 
construction nearby c1973 historic view

WINDMILL_07_03.jpg Derbyshire: Heage

Derelict tower mill with cap and 
six stocks with some remains of 
sails Aug-71

WINDMILL_07_04.jpg Sussex: Nutley

Man unfurling canvas on 
common sails of newly restored 
post mill Feb-74

WINDMILL_07_05.jpg Sussex: Nutley

Man unfurling canvas on 
common sails of newly restored 
post mill Feb-74

WINDMILL_07_06.jpg Sussex: Nutley

Man unfurling canvas on 
common sails of newly restored 
post mill Feb-74

WINDMILL_07_07.jpg Derbyshire: Dale Abbey Restored post mill with sails Aug-71
WINDMILL_07_08.jpg Derbyshire: Dale Abbey Winch on tailpole Aug-71

WINDMILL_08_01.jpg Suffolk: Dalham
Preserved smock mill with 
damaged sails Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_02.jpg Suffolk: Great Thurlow
Preserved smock mill with sails 
down to stocks Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_03.jpg Essex: Ashdon Preserved post mill with sails Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_04.jpg Essex: Great Bardfield

House-converted tower mill with 
dummy sails, scaffolded for 
repairs Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_05.jpg Essex: Aythorpe Roding
Post mill in course of repair, with 
sails removed Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_06.jpg Essex: Aythorpe Roding
Post mill in course of repair, with 
sails removed Jul-76



WINDMILL_08_07.jpg Essex: Aythorpe Roding

part of roundhouse, buck and fan 
carriage of post mill under repair, 
with old or new sails on ground 
nearby Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_08.jpg Essex: Aythorpe Roding Old or new sails on ground Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_09.jpg Essex: White Roding

Tower mill preserved without 
sails, showing aluminium cap 
fitted in 1970 Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_10.jpg Prob. Sussex, Polegate
new sail being made up in 
workshop Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_11.jpg
Sussex: Warbleton, Chapman's 
Town Surviving base of smock mill Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_12.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Restored tower mill with sails 
dressed with bunting at open day Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_13.jpg Sussex: Polegate
Restored tower mill with sails 
dressed with bunting at open day Jul-76

WINDMILL_08_14.jpg Poss. Wales, Glamorgan Capless tower of tower mill Jan-76

WINDMILL_08_15.jpg
Wiltshire: Wilton (nr Great 
Bedwyn)

Tower mill restored except for 
sails Jan-76

WINDMILL_08_16.jpg
Wiltshire: Wilton (nr Great 
Bedwyn)

Tower mill restored except for 
sails Jan-76

WINDMILL_08_17.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill Restored smock mill with sails Jan-76
WINDMILL_09_01.jpg Belgium or Holland Restored post mill with sails Jun-77
WINDMILL_09_02.jpg Belgium or Holland Restored post mill with sails Jun-77
WINDMILL_09_03.jpg Belgium (Bruges?) Restored post mill with sails Jun-77
WINDMILL_09_04.jpg Belgium: Bruges Restored post mill with sails Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_05.jpg Belgium: Bruges
Detail of substructure of restored 
post mill Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_06.jpg Belgium: Bruges Restored post mill with sails Jun-77



WINDMILL_09_07.jpg Foreign

Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, stone nut, quant and 
one pair of stones Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_08.jpg Foreign

Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, stone nut, quant and 
one pair of stones Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_09.jpg Foreign
Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, stone nut and quant Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_10.jpg Foreign
Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, stone nut and quant Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_11.jpg Foreign

Interior of windmill showing 
brakewheel, stone nut, quant and 
one pair of stones Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_12.jpg Belgium (Bruges?) Restored post mill with sails Jun-77
WINDMILL_09_13.jpg Belgium (Bruges?) Restored post mill with sails Jun-77
WINDMILL_09_14.jpg Belgium (Bruges?) Restored post mill with sails Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_15.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill

Sail of restored windmill, seen 
from scaffolding erected for 
repairs Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_16.jpg Sussex: Shipley, King's Mill
Restored smock mill with 
scaffolding erected for repairs Jun-77

WINDMILL_09_17.jpg Suffolk: Herringfleet
Restored smock drainage mill 
with sails turning Jun-77

WINDPUM_01_01.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Sep-71
WINDPUM_01_02.jpg UK? Derelict US-type wind engine Sep-71
WINDPUM_01_03.jpg UK? Derelict US-type wind engine Sep-71 Same mill as in previous view 
WINDPUM_01_04.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Sep-71

WINDPUM_01_05.jpg UK?

Pylon of US-type wind engine 
(wheel and other mechanism 
missing) Sep-71



WINDPUM_01_06.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Sep-71
WINDPUM_01_07.jpg Sussex: Halland US-type wind engine Dec-70

WINDPUM_01_08.jpg UK?

Pylon of US-type wind engine 
(wheel and other mechanism 
missing) Sep-71

WINDPUM_01_09.jpg UK?
Pump at base of US-type wind 
engine Sep-71

WINDPUM_01_10.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Apr-71
WINDPUM_01_11.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Sep-71
WINDPUM_01_12.jpg UK? US-type Climax wind engine Sep-71
WINDPUM_01_13.jpg UK? US-type wind engine Sep-71

WINDPUM_01_14.jpg UK?
Looking up inside pylon of US-
type wind engine Sep-71

WINDPUM_01_15.jpg UK?

Looking up at sails and upper 
mechanism of US-type wind 
engine Sep-71

WINDPUM_02_01.jpg Sussex: Westham 
Timbers and machinery of 
derelict hollow-post windpump 8.1.1971

WINDPUM_02_02.jpg Foreign
Curious type of wooden 
windpump with eight sails Aug-71

WINDPUM_02_03.jpg Foreign Small horizontal windmill on shed Jun-70

WINDPUM_02_04.jpg Foreign
Detail of small horizontal 
windmill on shed Jun-70

WINDPUM_02_05.jpg
Sussex: Hampden Park, nr 
Eastbourne

Looking at pylon (everything else 
missing) of US-type wind engine 14.6.1971

WINDPUM_02_06.jpg Foreign
Detail of sails of structure in 
02_02 Aug-71

WINDPUM_02_07.jpg Foreign
Detail of sails of structure in 
02_02 Aug-71



WINDPUM_02_08.jpg Unknown
Lantern pinion stone nut on 
ground Aug-71
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